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Abstract
Geometric acoustic modeling systems spatialize sounds according to reverberation paths from a sound source to
a receiver to give an auditory impression of a virtual 3D environment. These systems are useful for concert hall
design, teleconferencing, training and simulation, and interactive virtual environments. In many cases, such as
in an interactive walkthrough program, the reverberation paths must be updated within strict timing constraints
– e.g., as the sound receiver moves under interactive control by a user. In this paper, we describe a geometric
acoustic modeling algorithm that uses a priority queue to trace polyhedral beams representing reverberation paths
in best-first order up to some termination criteria (e.g., expired time-slice). The advantage of this algorithm is that
it is more likely to find the highest priority reverberation paths within a fixed time-slice, avoiding many geometric
computations for lower-priority beams. Yet, there is overhead in computing priorities and managing the priority
queue. The focus of this paper is to study the trade-offs of the priority-driven beam tracing algorithm with different
priority functions. During experiments computing reverberation paths between a source and a receiver in a 3D
building environment, we find that priority functions incorporating more accurate estimates of source-to-receiver
path length are more likely to find early reverberation paths useful for spatialization, especially in situations where
the source and receiver cannot reach each other through trivial reverberation paths. However, when receivers are
added to the environment such that it becomes more densely and evenly populated, this advantage diminishes.

1. Introduction
Spatialized sound greatly enhances the sense of presence
in a virtual environment by giving a spatial impression of
the environment, a “conceptual image of the type, size, and
properties of the actual or supposed room”.1 By simulating
real world acoustics more accurately, the “audio realism”
of the environment is improved, and as a result the feeling
of immersion increases.2 Example applications include concert hall design, architectural CAD, teleconferencing, training and simulation, warning and guidance systems, displays
for the visually handicapped, film sound editing, and multiplayer games.
Geometric acoustic modeling methods spatialize sound
by convolution with an impulse response representing the
acoustic effect of reverberation paths along which sound
waves travel from a source to a receiver, taking into account
reflections, transmissions, and diffractions. Of course, there
are an infinite number of reverberation paths in an indoor enc The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishers 2000. Published by Blackwell
Publishers, 108 Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 1JF, UK and 350 Main Street, Malden, MA
02148, USA.

vironment, some of which are psychoacoustically very significant (e.g. direct paths to receivers), while others follow
complex sequences of reflections and add little or nothing
to a listener’s psychoacoustic comprehension of the environment. The ideal goal of an acoustic modeling system is to
compute all the reverberation paths perceptible to a listener.
However, in many applications, such as an interactive virtual environment, computational resources are limited, and
the computation must be completed in a specified amount of
time (e.g., an interactive time-slice). In these cases, the difficult challenge is to compute acoustic models by finding only
the most psychoacoustically relevant reverberation paths.
Our approach is to use priority-driven beam tracing. The
basic idea is that beams representing potential sound paths
are traced from each sound source along paths of transmission, diffraction, and specular reflection via a best-first
traversal of a spatial subdivision of the environment. The
primary advantage of this approach is that the most significant beams are considered first, enabling methods based on
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progressive refinement, graceful degradation, and dynamic
termination criteria. As an example, we use our method in
an off-line acoustic simulation program to compute approximate impulse responses containing only the most significant
reverberation paths quickly, rather than computing exact solutions, which would take an extremely long time. We also
use it in a real-time virtual environment system that updates
impulse responses with the highest accuracy possible at interactive rates as a user moves through the environment. The
priority-driven approach is critical to the success of this application as it enables good time-critical approximate solutions to be found within the real-time constraints of an interactive system.
Priority-driven beam tracing was first introduced in
Funkhouser et al.3 In this paper, we study the trade-offs of
different beam priority functions and evaluate their use in
an acoustic modeling system. The paper is organized as follows. The next section contains a survey of previous work
in acoustic modeling. Section 3 provides an overview of our
priority-driven beam tracing method, while Sections 4 and 5
describe the motivation and computational methods for our
several priority functions. The results of experiments with
priority-driven beam tracing in a real-time acoustic modeling system appear in Section 6. Section 7 contains a discussion of the limitations of our method and suggestions for
extensions. Finally, Section 8 contains a brief summary and
conclusion.
2. Previous work
There has been decades of work in acoustic modeling, especially in the area of concert hall design.4 For instance,
several commercial CAD systems are available that simulate the reverberations of a 3D architectural model and allow
a user to visualize the results interactively.5 6 7 However, to
our knowledge, no prior system traces paths in priority order,
nor does any provide time-critical performance guarantees.




To review, prior geometric acoustic modeling methods
have been based on the following four approaches: 1) image
source methods, 2) ray tracing, 3) radiant exchange methods,
and 4) beam tracing.
2.1. Image source methods
Image source methods8 9 compute specular reflection paths
by considering virtual sources generated by mirroring the location of the audio source over each polygonal surface of the
environment. The key idea is that a direct path from each virtual source has the same directionality and length as a specular reflection path. Thus, specular reflection paths can be
modeled up to any order by recursive generation of virtual
sources. This method is simple for rectangular rooms.8 However, in general environments, O N R virtual sources must
be generated for R reflections over N polygons. Moreover,
for every new receiver location, each of the O N R virtual










sources must be checked to see if it is visible to the receiver, since the specular reflection path might be blocked
by another polygon or intersect a mirroring plane outside
any polygon.9 As a result, this method is practical only for
computing very few specular reflections in simple environments.
2.2. Ray tracing
Ray tracing methods10 11 find reverberation paths between a
source and receiver by generating rays emanating from the
source position and following them through the environment
until an appropriate set of rays has been found that reach a
representation of the receiver position. Although these methods are very general and simple to implement, they are subject to aliasing artifacts as the space of rays leaving the
source is sampled discretely. Also, ray tracing is very compute intensive, usually taking hours to compute an impulse
response in a complex environment. In work very related to
our own, Yagel and Meeker12 have investigated accelerating
a ray tracing algorithm for illumination by processing rays
in priority order, considering factors such as intensity, object complexity, and surface properties. They conclude that
by using a priority-driven method they are able produce an
image which is close to a final image much faster than when
using traditional ray tracing methods. Because a large number of rays may be in the priority queue at any given time the
memory requirements are substantial (they give a maximum
of 192,000 rays for a 256 by 256 image). They found that
little extra time was required for the priority-driven method
(about 5 % for one particular scene).


2.3. Radiant exchange methods
Radiant exchange methods consider every polygon of the
environment a potential emitter and reflector of acoustic
energy.13 14 15 16 Conceptually, for every pair of polygons,
A and B, a form factor is computed which measures the fraction of the energy leaving polygon A that arrives at polygon B. This approach yields a set of simultaneous equations
which are solved to obtain the radiant energy for each polygon. Priority-driven approaches, such as progressive refinement radiosity17 and importance-driven radiosity18 are possible. However, it is very difficult to model acoustic phase
accurately with radiant exchange methods without substructuring polygons to a very fine mesh, and thus we choose not
to use these methods in our system.






2.4. Beam tracing
Beam tracing methods19 classify reflection paths from a
source by recursively tracing pyramidal beams (i.e., sets of
rays) through the environment. A set of pyramidal beams
is constructed that completely covers the 2D space of directions from the source. For each beam, polygons are
considered for intersection in order from front to back.
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishers 2000.
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As intersecting polygons are detected, the original beam
is clipped to remove the shadow region, a transmission
beam is constructed matching the shadow region, and a
reflection beam is constructed by mirroring the transmission beam over the polygon’s plane (see Figure 1). This
method has been used in a variety of applications, including acoustic modeling20 21 22 23 24 , illumination25 26 27 19 28 ,
radio propagation29 30 , and visibility determination.31 32
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is formed whose apex is the source of B and whose sides
pass through the edges of F B. This new beam BTF represents sound rays traveling along B that transmit through
F into the cell which is adjacent to C across F.
specular reflection beams: For each reflective face F intersected by B, a reflection beam is created in the same
manner, but with the apex mirrored over the plane supporting F. This new beam BRF represents sound rays traveling along B that reflect specularly off of F and back into
cell C.
diffraction beams: For each edge E shared by two nontransparent faces on the boundary of C and intersected by
B, a diffraction beam is formed whose source is the line
segment describing E and whose polyhedral extent contains a cone of potential diffraction paths in the shadow
region described by the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD).38 39 . This new beam BDE represents sound
rays traveling along B that diffract around E into a shadow
region.


Figure 1: Beam tracing method
The primary advantage of beam tracing is that it takes advantage of spatial coherence, as each beam represents an
infinite number of potential ray paths emanating from the
source location. It also does not suffer from the sampling
artifacts of ray tracing33 or the overlap problems of cone
tracing34 35 , since the entire 2D space of directions leaving the source can be covered by beams exactly. The primary disadvantage is that the geometric operations required
to trace a beam through a 3D model (i.e., intersection and
clipping) are relatively complex, as each beam may be reflected and/or obstructed by several surfaces. Although several methods have been proposed to make these geometric computations more efficient, including ones based on
BSP-trees20 , cell adjacency graphs31 30 21 3 32 , layers of 2D
triangulations29 , and medial axis approximations36 14 37 , no
prior work has evaluated the costs and benefits of re-ordering
the beam tracing computation to account for relative priorities.

As beams are created, they are assigned priorities and inserted into a priority queue. The process continues until an
ending condition is met, such as a limit on the number of
beams, or a limit on the number of transmissions, reflections,
and diffractions, or the end of a time slice.















3. Priority-driven beam tracing method
The priority-driven method presented in this paper is based
on the beam tracing method described by Funkhouser et
al.21 3 and extended by Tsingos et al.39 Beams are traced
from the position of each source along paths of transmission,
specular reflection, and diffraction via a best-first traversal of
an adjacency graph of polyhedral cells.

An example beam tracing sequence is shown in Figure
2 (note that for clarity beams are shown in two dimensions, whereas they are three-dimensional in our system).
The sequence starts in the cell labeled C. Then, the beam
is trimmed as it transmits through face u into cell F, mirrored over faces o and p, trimmed at face t as it transmits
into cell E, and diffracted into the shadow region of cell D
by the lower edge of face s. The resulting beams contain
all ray paths traversing this particular sequence of reverberations (one of which is shown as a solid black line).

A

B
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Throughout the traversal, a priority queue stores the set of
beams to be traced sorted according to a priority function.
Initially, the priority queue contains only one beam representing the entire space inside the cell containing the source.
Then, during each of many iterations, the highest priority
beam B is removed from the priority queue and traced into
adjacent cells as follows:


transmission beams: For each face F on the boundary
of C and intersected by B, a pyramidal transmission beam
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishers 2000.
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Figure 2: Priority-driven beam tracing

After the beams have been traced, they are used to
find reverberation paths from each source to receivers.
For every beam containing a receiver, a single reverberation path is constructed by iteratively mirroring the source
over reflecting faces in the sequence and by solving for
diffraction points according to the Geometrical Theory of
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Diffraction.38 39 For each such path, the source-receiver impulse response is updated by adding one pulse, whose delay
is determined by l c (with l the length of the path and c
the speed of sound), and whose amplitude is computed by
the combined attenuation due to path length, surface absorption, wedge diffractions, source direction, etc. (see Figure 3
for an example impulse response). Finally, the resulting impulse responses are used as convolution filters to spatialize
audio signals according to the computed reverberations between sources and receivers in the environment. See 21 3 39
for more details.

only early reverberations, and we model late reverberations with statistical approximations (e.g. 45 46 ).
find the highest amplitude paths:
In cases where we are not able to find all early reverberation paths, we aim to find the ones with highest amplitude. By discarding the lowest amplitude pulses, the error in power between the resulting impulse response and
the true (real life) impulse response is minimized. Also,
higher amplitude reverberations are more likely to mask
lower amplitude ones, making the lower amplitude ones
inaudible.47













4. Assigning priorities to beams

5. Priority functions

The primary issue in implementing our priority-driven approach is selecting a “priority function” which orders beams
by assigning them a priority value. The function should assign a higher priority to beams which lead to psychoacoustically more significant reverberation paths, e.g., shorter paths
with less attenuation. In Funkhouser et al.3 we used a function based on a predicted path length from source to receiver.
In this paper, we investigate this priority function and several others, and analyze their performance. Our motivations
for choosing priority functions are based on simple psychoacoustic principles, as follows:

The goal of our work is to devise a priority function, f B ,
that can be used to order the computation of beams efficiently, while capturing the essence of these psychoacoustic
principles. In our case, each beam B represents a sequence
of transmissions, diffractions, and specular reflections, and
thus we can use information related to the predicted length
and attenuation of paths represented by the beam to guide
our priority-driven algorithm. So far, we have experimented
with the following priority functions:


find many early reverberation paths:
Following accepted practice of the acoustics literature, we
aim to find many early reverberation paths. Early reverberations are the ones that arrive within the first tst milliseconds of the impulse response, when the density of
reverberations is low enough that the human ear is able
to distinguish individual paths (less than 2,000 reflections
per second).40 These early reverberations provide a human
listener with most of the spatial information about an environment, because of their relatively high strengths, recognizable directionalities, and distinct arrival times41 42 43 44
(see Figure 3).









early reverberations





late reverberations

amplitude

tst

time delay


Figure 3: Early and late reverberations.
In the late reverberation phase, when the sound has reflected off many surfaces in the environment, the impulse
response resembles an exponentially decaying noise function with overall low power41 and with such a high density that the ear is no longer able to distinguish them
independently.40 Consequently, like many other geometric acoustic modeling systems, we focus on computing

traversed path length
This priority function returns an estimate of the length
of the shortest reverberation path traveling along the sequence of transmissions, reflections, and diffractions traversed by the beam. Specifically, for sequences incorporating only transmissions and specular reflections, we can
quickly find the length of the shortest possible path by
computing the distance from the source of the beam to
the closest point on the last cell boundary traversed by the
beam. For instance, in Figure 4, the traversed path length
of the beam b3 is the length of the line from the source S to
the boundary P between cell C and cell F. For sequences
also including diffraction, the computation is performed
piecewise, starting with the distance from the beam virtual source to the first diffracting edge, adding the distances between every sequential pair of diffracting edges,
and ending with the distance from the last diffracting edge
to the cell boundary last traversed by the beam. The motivation behind this function is to trace beams in an order expanding approximately spherically from the source,
causing earlier reverberation paths to be found before later
ones.
remaining path length
This priority function returns an estimate of the straight
“as a crow flies” distance between the cell boundary P last
traversed by the beam and the receiver closest to P. For an
example, consider Figure 5 in which the source is labeled
S and the receiver is labeled R, and the last cell boundary
traversed by the beam b3 is labeled P. In this case, the remaining path length for beam b3 is the distance from P
to receiver R. The motivation behind this algorithm is to
give beams near receivers higher priority. Beams traced
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishers 2000.
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that for this function a FIFO queue can be used to implement the beam ordering, rather than a priority queue.
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Figure 4: Traversed path length for beam b3

with this priority function ought to reach regions containing receivers more quickly than the other functions.
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We incorporated all these priority functions in the acoustic
modeling system of Funkhouser et al.3 , extended to trace
beams of diffraction.39
To evaluate the functions’ performance in a time-critical
environment, we ran a series of real-time tests with each priority function, in which a receiver travels along a predefined
trajectory in a 3D virtual environment, and a source is stationary in a central location (see Figure 6). During each test,
a new set of beams was computed emanating from the source
position two times per second. Each test took 45 iterations,
or 22.5 seconds, and was run on an SGI Onyx using two
195 MHZ R10000 processors, with one processor dedicated
to computing the beams, and the other constructing reverberation paths and computing impulse responses. For comparison we included a priority function that returns random
values.
The 3D virtual environment used is shown in Figure 6.
It consists of about 50 rooms and 1800 polygons, and the
BSP spatial subdivision contains about 800 cells. We set the
reflectivity value of each surface in the test environment to
the same value (80 %).







Figure 5: Remaining path length for beam b3

potential path length
This priority function returns a conservative estimate of
the total length of the shortest reverberation path from
the source to a receiver. It is computed as the sum of the
traversed path length and the remaining path length (as
described above). The motivation behind this function is
to order beams according to how quickly sound traveling
along a path inside the beam can reach a receiver. The
beams tend to expand in an ellipsoidal pattern from the
source, where the foci of the ellipsoid correspond to the
locations of the source and the closest receiver.
attenuation
This priority function returns the minimum attenuation of
sound traveling along the beam. We model the minimum
attenuation by dividing the traversed path length by the
product of the attenuation coefficients for all reflecting
and transmitting surfaces along the beam (attenuation due
to diffraction is ignored for this priority function since it
depends strongly on a specific receiver location). The motivation behind this priority function is to find the reverberation paths with highest amplitude.
breadth first
Our final method is to create new beams in breadth first
order. Specifically, we use a priority function that returns
the number of cell boundaries traversed by a beam. Note
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishers 2000.

Figure 6: test environment
The sound source was positioned in a large central room
(at the location labeled S in Figures 6 and 7), and a receiver
traveled along the trajectory shown as a thick line in Figure
7. This path was chosen because it includes receiver locations both nearby (e.g., in the same room) and far from the
source (e.g. down the hall). Different zones of the trajectory
can be characterized by the relative position of source and
receiver: the boundaries between these zones are shown as
short black bars on the trajectory in Figure 7, and as vertical
lines in the graphs of Figures 8 and 10. Zone 3 represents situations where the source and receiver are in the same room,
while zones 1 and 5 represent situations where they are far
apart. Zones 2 and 4 fall in between, representing situations
where the receiver is in an adjacent room or hallway.
We compare priority functions based on (1) the number
of early reverberations, and (2) their power in the computed
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We compute the power of the early reverberations of an
impulse response (in dB) by:
n

10 log ∑ a2i


i 1

where n is the number of pulses and ai the amplitude of the
ith pulse. For example, an impulse response with one pulse
of amplitude 1.0 has a power of 0 dB. An impulse response
with no pulses was set to have a power of -60 dB.
6.1. Effect of priority function
Figure 7: source position and receiver trajectory, divided
into 5 zones

impulse responses. Of course, to be able to classify reverberations as early or late, we must have a reasonable estimate of tst , i.e. the time when the pulse density in an impulse response reaches 2,000 per second. To compute such
an estimate for every step along the test trajectory, we first
generated a “reference” impulse response for each receiver
position along the trajectory, by computing up to 2 million
beams at each step, using the potential path length priority
function. We then counted the number of pulses in each 1
ms interval after td , in steps of 0.5 ms. The start of the first
20 consecutive intervals with 2 pulses was used as the early
reverberation cutoff time (tst ). Figure 8 shows for each step
the delay time of the first arriving sound (td ), the 1 ms intervals with 2 pulses (as dots), and the resulting values for tst .
The delay time corresponding to the potential path length of
the highest priority unprocessed beam (i.e. the beam at the
head of the priority queue after 2 million beams had been
processed) was larger than tst at every timestep, which guarantees that we found all early reverberations.

Table 1 shows for each function in each zone the average
number of early reverberations found, and the average over
the whole trajectory in the rightmost column. Table 2 shows
the average power of those early reverberations for each
function and each zone, and the average over the whole trajectory. The top line in both tables shows these values for the
reference impulse response, which contains all early reverberations.
func zone

1

2

3

4

5

avg

reference

9.7

8.4

34.1

36.2

22.5

22.2

potential pl
traversed pl
breadth first
attenuation
remaining pl
random

7.0
1.6
2.9
3.0
0.0
0.0

4.7
0.0
3.0
0.7
0.5
0.0

22.1
11.9
17.4
12.2
9.7
3.0

24.0
22.4
17.2
19.0
6.4
2.6

12.2
10.2
5.5
8.6
0.0
0.2

13.9
9.2
9.1
8.6
3.3
1.1

Table 1: Number of early reverberations found per zone, and
overall average

func zone

1

2

3

4

5

avg

reference

-21

-20

-9

-7

-14

-14

potential pl
traversed pl
breadth first
attenuation
remaining pl
random

-35
-38
-33
-38
-59
-59

-28
-59
-27
-39
-52
-59

-8
-14
-9
-10
-10
-27

-9
-9
-9
-9
-16
-20

-17
-17
-18
-17
-53
-49

-19
-28
-19
-22
-38
-43

0.05

delay (in sec)

0.04

0.03

Table 2: Power of early reverberations found per zone in dB,
and overall average

0.02
tst
td
0.01

0
0

2

4

6

8

10
12
14
time (in sec)

16

18

20

22

Figure 8: delay time of the first arriving sound (td ) and cutoff time for early reverberations (tst )

Overall, examining the right-most columns of Table 1 and
Table 2, we find that the potential path length function finds
the most early reverberations with the highest power on average. Remaining path length and random perform worst of
all. Remaining path length only considers estimated distance
to the receiver, and as a result finds many late reverberations
and few early ones, because it tends to cause the beams to
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishers 2000.
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travel to the receiver quickly, which then spawn new beams
only in the room the receiver is in. The other priority functions have performance in between these two extremes.

zone 1
35



zone 2

zone 3

zone 4

zone 5

potential pl
breadth first
attenuation
traversed pl

30
number of early reverberations

Even though the difference in power between potential
path length and breadth first is small, the impulse responses
are substantially different. For example, Figure 9 shows two
impulse responses from when the receiver is in zone 5 (at
t 20), one generated using potential path length, and one
using breadth first. Their respective powers are -18.5 and
-20.8 dB, a difference of only 2.3 dB. However, the impulse
response created using potential path length has 16 more
early reverberations, adding significantly to the acoustic impression.

40
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Figure 10: Number of early reverberations for each step
along receiver trajectory
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(a)
length and the potential path length function when the receiver is at the end of the trajectory. Notice that the potential
path length function mostly examines beams in the direction
of the receiver, thus making more effective use of available
computational resources.

0.07
0.06

amplitude

0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0
0.026

0.028

0.03

0.032

0.034

0.036

0.038

time delay

(b)
Figure 9: example impulse responses in zone 5 (at t 20),
created using (a) potential path length, and (b) breadth first

6.2. Effect of receiver location
We find that the relative performance of priority functions
varies depending on receiver location. If we look at the results for each zone individually, specifically in the far away
zones 1 and 5, we find that the benefits of incorporating an
estimated distance to both source and receiver in the priority
function (as in potential path length) increase with greater
distances between them.
The graph in Figure 10 shows for each priority function
(except remaining path length and random) the number of
early reverberations found at every step along the receiver
trajectory. Note that potential path length finds the most
early reverberations at every step, with the largest relative
difference when the receiver is far away (in zone 1).



Priority functions that do not use the receiver position
cause beams to be created equally in all directions, and since
the number of beams grows exponentially with increasing
reverberations, they need many more beams to reach the receiver as it moves further from the source. For example, Figure 11 shows 4,000 beams created using the traversed path
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishers 2000.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11: 4,000 beams created using (a) traversed path
length, and (b) potential path length, with the receiver at the
end of the trajectory

6.3. Effect of more beams
We expect that given enough beams, every function will
eventually find all early reverberations. To determine the dependency of the functions’ performance on the number of
beams computed, we tested several priority functions with
two different receiver locations, one near the source and
one far away, and limited the number of beams to 250,
500, 1,000, 2,000, 4,000, 8,000, 16,000, 32,000, 64,000,
and 128,000. Figures 12 (a) and (b) show for potential path
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length, breadth first, attenuation, and traversed path length
how many early reverberations were found, with in (a) the
receiver in the same room as the source, and in (b) the receiver at the start of the trajectory. The number of early reverberations found in the reference impulse responses was
19 and 17 respectively. With the source and receiver in the
same room, each function quickly finds all early reverberations (Figure 12 (a)). But when the receiver is further away,
only potential path length finds all relatively quickly, while
the other functions spend most of their time computing useless beams (Figure 12 (b)).

number of early reverberations

18



16
ppl
breadth first
attenuation
traversed path length

12
10

queue
time %

beam
time %

beams/
sec

2.9
1.6
3.1
3.0
3.1
2.8

97.1
98.4
96.9
97.0
96.9
97.2

7,481
9,143
7,861
8,264
6,955
7,093

Table 3: Percentage of total time spent on priority queue and
on creating beams, and beams computed per second

8
6
4
2
0
0

16000

32000

48000

64000

80000

96000

112000 128000

number of beams

(a)
18
16
number of early reverberations

function
potential pl
breadth first
traversed pl
attenuation
remaining pl
random

20

14

the rate at which beams can be created. Table 3 shows for the
first test what percentage of the total time was spent on queue
management, what percentage on beam creation (which includes the priority value computation), and how many beams
per second were computed. Note that the breadth first priority function computes no priority value, so it does not incur
priority queue overhead.

14
12
10



8

ppl
breadth first
attenuation
traversed path length

6
4

As can be seen from the queue time % (column 2 in Table
3), the relative cost of maintaining a priority queue is small.
The overhead for computing priority values is fairly large:
the breadth first function creates over 20 % more beams
per second than potential path length. Nevertheless it yields
fewer early reverberations. The low beam rates for remaining path length and random are probably caused by the fact
that on average each beam spawns fewer new beams than the
beams created by the other functions. We conclude that most
of the cost of using priority functions is in the computation
of priority values, but that this is time well spent, as it results
in more early reverberations.

2
0
0

16000

32000

48000

64000

80000

96000

112000 128000

6.5. Effect of multiple receivers

number of beams

(b)
Figure 12: Number of early reverberations found as a function of the number of beams, (a) receiver in same room as
source, (b) receiver at start of trajectory
From this we conclude that when the source and receiver
are relatively far apart, that the convergence rate of our beam
tracing method for finding all early reverberations varies dramatically with different priority functions. Examining the
curve in Figure 12 (b), we see that the potential path length
function outperforms the others significantly, and we expect
it to be the only one to find all early reverberations in a practical amount of processing time.
6.4. Effect of priority function overhead
Here we examine the relative overhead of maintaining a priority queue, and the impact of computing priority values on

All tests discussed so far included one source and one receiver, enabling potential path length to direct every beam
towards that one receiver. However, if more receivers are
added, they all “compete” for the beams emanating from
the source, and thus we expect that the benefits of potential path length will diminish. To test this hypothesis, we ran
a test four times with one source and 2, 4, 6 and 8 stationary
receivers respectively (their locations are marked in Figure
13(b)). In each test, beams were computed from the source
for 0.5 seconds using potential path length.
We find that the relative advantages of potential path
length decrease as the environment becomes more densely
populated with receivers. In our tests, the total number of
early reverberations found to all of the 2, 4, 6, and 8 receivers
were 26, 53, 64, and 62 respectively. The growth is less than
linear, and even decreases from 6 to 8 receivers. The reason
is a combination of two factors. First, potential path length
has to compare the distances between a beam and every receiver for every beam, and thus the number of beams which
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishers 2000.
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can be computed in 0.5 seconds decreases with an increasing
number of receivers (3,741, 3,654, 3,476, and 3,327 beams
for 2, 4, 6, and 8 receivers respectively). Second, the beams
traced with potential path length become less directed towards specific receivers. For example, Figure 13 shows the
beams created in 0.5 seconds by potential path length for
2 and 8 receivers. Note that in Figure 13(b) the beams are
spread more evenly around the source. In the limit, when
there are many receivers in the environment, potential path
length resembles traversed path length, and the beams tend
to extend equally in all directions. We conclude that the potential path length function is most useful if the environment
is sparsely populated.

(a)

(b)

Figure 13: Beams created in 0.5 seconds by potential path
length for (a) 2 and (b) 8 receivers

for each receiver position. The lighter a square, the more reverberation paths were found to the receiver position in that
square. It can be seen that the patterns in the source room are
similar. However, in adjacent rooms and the hallway they
start to differ, and further away only potential path length
finds early reverberations.
7. Limitations
In this section, we discuss limitations and possible future
extensions of our system.
Our acoustic modeling system is a research prototype, and
it has several limitations. First, the implementation does not
include sophisticated models for acoustical reflectance distribution functions or directionality of audio sources and receivers. For instance, we currently represent the reflectance
of each surface with an angle-independent and frequencyindependent absorption coefficient. But, since we compute
reverberation paths explicitly, adding these auralization features is relatively straight-forward.
Second, our beam tracing methods are only practical for
coarse 3D models without highly faceted surfaces, such as
the ones often found in acoustic modeling simulations. The
difficulty is that beams get fragmented by cell boundaries
as they are traced through a cell adjacency graph. For this
reason, we are not optimistic that our implementation can
be easily adapted to model light transport for photorealistic
image synthesis. However, the algorithms probably can be
applied effectively in other application areas concerned with
simulation of wave phenomena with long wavelengths (e.g.,
radio propagation).

6.6. Summary of results
Overall, we conclude that priority functions which incorporate estimates of the distance traveled so far from a source
and the remaining distance to a receiver find more early reverberations, especially when the source and receiver cannot
reach each other through trivial reverberation paths. This advantage diminishes as more potential receivers are added to
the system and the environment becomes more densely and
evenly populated.
The benefit of priority driven beam tracing is strongest
when the receiver is not too close to the source. When the
receiver moves out of the source room, the potential path
length function finds substantially more reverberation paths.
As the receiver moves further away, it eventually enters a
region where only potential path length finds reverberation
paths. Figure 14* provides a visualization of this effect: part
of the test environment was divided into a grid of 1 by 1
meter squares, and the number of reverberation paths from
the source to a receiver in the center of each square was
counted, using 3,741 beams for potential path length and
4,572 for breadth first (corresponding to 0.5 seconds compute time). Note that because potential path length is dependent on receiver position, the beams were recomputed
c The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishers 2000.

8. Conclusion
In this paper we have evaluated several priority functions as
used in a priority-driven beam tracing method for spatializing sound in virtual environments. The advantage of using a priority-driven method is that computational resources
are spent on the psychoacoustically most significant beams,
while the overheads of priority management seem relatively
insignificant.
We found that functions which incorporate an estimate of
the distance traveled so far from a source, and of the remaining distance to a receiver find more early reverberations,
especially when the source and receiver cannot reach each
other through trivial reverberation paths (e.g. a direct path).
When receivers are added to the environment such that it becomes more densely and evenly populated, this advantage
diminishes.
In future work, we plan to experiment with other psychoacoustically motivated priority functions, perhaps related to
source volume, receiver direction, or source sound onset. We
also hope to perform psychoacoustic experiments to help determine the impact of different priority functions on sound
localization and sense of presence in a virtual environment.
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